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„Melodic Thrash'n'Death“ from the Upper Harz Mountains 

 

 

It is considered a "term for extreme darkness, where you can see a very little to nothing at 

all" and as an expression of „the end - that there is nothing you can do to get away". 

 

The music comes accordingly dark, black and scary from the speakers, but ofcourse the 

guys from Zappenduster are not that dark, as you might expect now. 

 

Since its founding in 2009, there have been ups and downs, then finally at the beginning of 

2017 the first album was released. With "Rising ..." the guys presented an honest and un-

playful Death-Metal-Longplayer. Variable vocals meet varied songwriting. Black-, Death- 

and Thrash-Metal influences can be heard as well as classic metal bonds and modern 

quotes. 

 

"Zappendusters offer a solid, heavy-metal live show. With catchy melody lines and 

rousing grooves, we know the audience in to cast a spell on us." - Martin Lehmann 

 

Currently, new songs for the second album are written and gigs are played. 

 

"The evening started with "Zappenduster", the five-piece band with their classic death 

metal is rocking all over the stage and will be remembered by many guests due to their 

mix of songs." - Goslarsche Zeitung, 2017-11-02, page 18 

 

 

We do not take a fixed fee, but a general contribution would be a major 

support for our projects and activities. The same applies for food and drinks 

before / during / after an appearance. 
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Contact: 

 

Zappenduster GbR 

Worthstraße 1 

38667 Bad Harzburg 

Mobil: 0179 733 33 29 

booking@zappenduster-metal.de 

 

http://www.zappenduster-metal.de/ 

https://www.facebook.com/zappendusterharz/ 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRj8wBRpjIa3Zv3alXWk8XQ 

 

Current Line-Up: 

 

Martin Lehmann  Guitars – Backing Vocals – Songwriting 

Carsten Fricke  Bass 

Marius Hega   Drums 

Cevin Bierhance Vocals 

Adrian Köth   Guitars – Backing Vocals 

 

Zappenduster at Metal Up The Woods 2016 

http://www.zappenduster-metal.de/
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